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L2.14_M
Convert between metric and imperial units of length
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Aims and outcomes
By the end of this session learners must be able to: 
• understand and use relationships between metric units of length.

Learners should be able to: 

• use the relationships between imperial units of length.
Learners could also aim to: 

• convert between metric and imperial units of length. 

Learners will be assessed on their ability to:

• understand metric and imperial units of length and conversion between them.
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Metric units
We will start with revising metric units in length before moving on to 
conversions between metric and imperial measures.

In metric units, metres (m) are the key measure and there are smaller units, 
centimetres (cm) and millimetres (mm) and larger units, kilometre (km). They are 
related by:

We can convert between all the units; so, for 
example:
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Metric Units: Examples
Example: Convert 5 cm to mm.

Solution: 
As 1 cm = 10 mm, then

5 cm = 5 × 10 mm = 50 mm  

Example: Convert 3.4 km to m.
Solution: 
As 1 km = 1000 m, then

3.4 km = 3.4 × 1000 m = 3400 m
Example: Convert 375 mm to m.

Solution: 
As 1000 mm = 1 m, then

375 mm = (375 ÷ 1000) m = 0.375 mm
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Equivalent lengths
Complete this table  of 
conversions between 
units of length.

45                0.45
3250                                   3.25
855                                   0.855

3275             327.5
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For imperial units of length, the key units are inches, feet, yards and miles.
The relationships between them are shown in the table. 

Imperial units

Example: Convert 36 ft to 
yards.

Solution: 
To convert ft to yards, we need 
to divide by 3 to give:  

36 ÷ 3 = 12 yards.

Example: Convert 245 yards to miles.

Solution: 
To convert yards to miles, we need to divide by 1760 to 
give:  

245 ÷ 1760 = 0.1392045…. miles
(to 2 decimal places,0.14 miles)

Example: Convert 2.5 yards to inches.

Solution:  To convert yards to feet, we multiply by 3 
to give: 2.5× 3 = 7.5 ft
and to convert feet to inches, we multiply by 12 to 
give 7.5 × 12 = 90 inches.
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Equivalent lengths
Complete this table of lengths by adding in the missing lengths in each row.

33                 11           0.00625

31680             2640              880
792                66                                 0.0125

3168                                     88             0.05
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Metric to/from Imperial Units
This table gives the approximate
conversions between metric and 
imperial units.

Note that the symbol ≈ means 
approximately equal to.

For example, 6 yards in metres is approximately 6 × 0.9144 ≈ 5.4864 m
and 8 km in miles is approximately 8 × 0.621 ≈ 4.968 miles
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Conversion problems
We have seen that 8 km ≈ 4.968 miles and 

we often use the approximation:

This is helpful when driving in Europe where distances are mostly in 
kilometres!

Here is another conversion 
table to complete.

Finally note that 1 foot ≈ 0.3048 m = 30.48 cm so we often approximate:

300

192
156.25
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Aims and outcomes

By the end of this session learners must be able to: 
• understand and use relationships between metric units of length.

Learners should be able to: 

• use the relationships between imperial units of length.
Learners could also aim to: 

• convert between metric and imperial units of length. 

Learners will be assessed on their ability to:

• understand metric and imperial units of length and conversion between them.

Don’t forget to 
complete your 

Knowledge Check
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Congratulations!

You’ve completed this module on ‘Conversion between metric and imperial 
units of length’.
Now practise your skills with the Activities and test your progress with our 
Knowledge Check.


